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Freedom Valley School, Bardoli

Freedom Valley School acknowledges education's broader purpose, emphasizing critical thinking and creativity alongside 

traditional subjects. By integrating diverse disciplines, the school nurtures well-rounded individuals primed for a globally 

interconnected world.

In essence, the NEP heralds a new era in Indian education, emphasizing holistic development, flexibility, and innovation. Freedom 

Valley School, committed to these ideals, prepares students for the 21st century and beyond. By aligning with the educational 

spirit, the school cultivates future leaders, thinkers, and innovators, empowering the next generation for success.

Jay Hind!

The New Education Policy (NEP) has ignited anticipation and discussion within the education realm, aiming to revolutionize the 

Indian education system. Our Freedom Valley School, stands ready to embody its principles and ensure top-notch education 

quality for its students.

The NEP prioritizes early childhood care and education, an area Freedom Valley School champions. Through play-based learning 

and personalized attention, the school lays robust foundations for lifelong learning and development from the earliest stages.

Flexibility and choice are key tenets of the NEP, and Freedom Valley School embraces this ethos. With a plethora of academic and 

extracurricular options, students chart personalized learning journeys aligned with their interests and aspirations. Leveraging 

digital resources and interactive platforms, the school enriches learning experiences, fostering curiosity and innovation among 

students.

Skill development receives newfound emphasis under the NEP, an aspect Freedom Valley School fully supports. Recognizing 

diverse student needs, the school offers pathways beyond traditional academics, including career counselling and experiential 

learning, ensuring readiness for varied career paths.

Best wishes,
Mr. Suresh Patel (Chairperson FVS)
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Message From Chairman

ltbtm;tu Ntth'u 'urJt mthmJt;te btr;t vt{'u >
Jtmtk ;Jtk btbt rstnTJttdt{u mtJto rJt$t vt{'t CtJt >>

Jay Hind,
“Education is the most poweful weapon which you can use to chang the 
world”
It fives me an immense sense of happiness and honour to announce that 
Freedom Valley School is all set with enthusiasm and commitment to 
providing an all-raound quality education to the young and budding learners. I 
look forward to engaging students, educators, families and the general public 
by creating meaningful, applied learning experiences which can lead to 
increasing literacy to the benefit of the nation as a whole.

I would request all the parents to inculcate self-discipline in their children and 
spend some quality time with them, to support them in independent decision 
making and help them identify their innate skills and talents.
I would expect my teachers and faculty to prepare students to be creative 
thinkers who are able to reason, solve problems and create new knowledge to 
enable them to follow any path they might choose as they become 
tomorrow's citizens.The most valuable skill that you can sell is your 
knowledge and good education is a pre-requisite for it. So I sould say to all 
children to be good learners and be focused, ambitious and be the best of 
whatever you are.
Wishing everyone great success!

Children need to be exposed to and participate in interactive and scenarios 
that will harness their curiosity and motivate and inspire them to investigate 
the world around them. We aim at providing young people with continuous 
opportunities to develop their talents and demonstrate what they know and 
can learn. Each child's untapped potential is waiting to be unleashed.

Best wishes,
Hiren Patel (Chairman SGGT)
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Father’s  Day (CCA)

Saturday

17/06/2023

Today there was 'Father's Day ' Celebration in the school. CCA activity was done in the school on the occasion of father's 

day during CCA period. Father's Importance was explained to students  and essay topic was My father my hero and the students 

have written essay very well on this topic and also students have prepared card for father.  The celebration started at 12.25 pm. 

All the participants were gathered in the activity hall along with their respective teachers and in-charges. All of them were given 

proper guidance.

Father’s
H A P P Y 

D A Y

Card Making ( Std.1 to 4)      Essay Writing ( Std 5 to 8)      Poster Making ( Std.9 and 11)| |

Following are the activities that were carried out.

The results are as following.

Colouring Competition (Class 1st)

Card Making Competition( Std. 3rd and 4th)

1. Krupa Kirtikumar Amodara

 Tanishi Mehul Mistry2.

 Snowy Suresh Algotar 3.

1. Prisha Yogesh Gohel

 Rivaan Kamalkumar Rana2.

 Siya Brijeshkumar Patel3.

Class 2nd  Essay Writing (Std.5 to 8th) Poster Making (Std.  9th)

1 Kanishka Vishal Gamit

 Dhyani  Sanjay Parekh1

 Princy Kalpeshbhai Patel2

 Tarangana Yashpal Bhenderkar2

 Rican GaneshkumarChaudhari3

 Krisha Hirenkumar Patel3

1 AneriChintan Vyas

Dhyey  John  Manver2 

NeevanAnkurkumarBhavsar3 

The activities finished at 01.30 pm.

The activities were conducted very carefully and perfectly. 

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Gujarat 

Day Celebration 

Students and teachers of Freedom Valley School, Bardoli celebrated 

Gujarat Divas and Labour Day. The singing Group of Teachers sang songs 

dedicated to the state of Gujarat and students also presented information 

about Gujarat Day and Labour Day. 

Students of FVS prepared Greeting Cards & honoured all the 

transport, cleaning and kitchen staff. These all staff members were gifted by 

the FVS team. 

“No work is insignificant. All labour that uplifts humanity has dignity 

and importance and should be undertaken with painstaking excellence.” 

HAPPY  LABOUR  DAY!

Labour 

Day Celebration

Monday 

01/05/2023

btltu dtJto Au fu, nw dtwsht;te Awk. 

dtwsht;te btthe CttMtt Au yltu ytFtw dtwsht;t btthw "th Au. 

dtwsht;t m:ttvtltt r'Jtmtlte ntr'of NtwCtuaAtytu. 

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Navratri Celebration

Saturday

21/10/2023

The Navratri celebration at Freedom Valley School was celebrated with great pomp Different competitions were held for 

in the school during Navratri. Special assembly was there for classes 1-4 in which our little angles from class 4th Sun came in the 

attire of Goddesses NavDurga. Everyone did Aarti with great devotion. Different types of Competitions were conducted for the 

students Nursery to Sr. Kg. Colouring competition, 1st& 2ndDandiya decoration , Classes 3 to8 Garbi decoration and 9-12 Aarti 

thali decoration Then on 21st of October there was a Navratri program for parents and children. The program started with Aarti 

followed by a variety of competitions for everyone to enjoy. Parents and students participated in different events, showcasing 

their talents and enthusiasm.
Special guests Shri Ajit Singh Surma, Shri Anantbhai Jain, Shri Raja Pathak Sir, Smt. JayashreeJoshi, Shri Hiren Sir, Shri 

Suresh Sir, Smt. Prathima Madam, Shri Arvind bhai Patel, Shri Hashmukh Patel and Judges Tarang Shah, Shri Jitubhai Khatri, 

Smt. Bindiyaben Khatri, Smt. Rachana Kapadia were honored with tokens of appreciation for their presence. The winners, both 

parents and children, were awarded trophies and certificates as a recognition of their outstanding performances.It was a joyous 

celebration filled with music, dance, and the vibrant spirit of Navratri Everyone departed after enjoying the delicious dinner.
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03/07/2023
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Execution:- The Guru Purnima program was

celebrated with great enthusiasm and zeal. It was basically a value education activity. 

The program was organized to create awareness about Hindu culture and tradition among the students In Hindu culture 

guru is shaping and giving proper direction to human life. Guru acts as a friend, philosopher and guide for human beings hence 

must be respected.
To express the feeling of respect towards teachers and principal sir, the students felicitated the Principal Sir and all 

teachers with Tilak and flowers. Students welcomed the principle Sir, Mr. Pankaj Sharma Sir and teachers by singing “Guru 

Mantra”. Then the program was started with Deep Pragatya and a wonderful prayer. The students performed dance to show their 

gratitude towards all teachers and principal sir.
One group of girls sang one beautiful song to show the importance of guru in one's life Then small but full of value based 

speech was given by principal sir. One group of girls sang one beautiful song to show the importance of guru in one's life. Then 

small but full of value based speech was given by principal sir where he told mother is the 1st teacher who teaches lot 

of things. And he showered blessings After that program was proceed by small speech by one girl named Nami. After 

that the program was ended with our national song “ VandeMatram.”

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli



E - Waste Management Seminar

Wednesday

12/04/2023

Seminar was held in Freedom Valley School on E-waste 

management by Dr.Laxmiben Gandhi. All the Guest were facilitated with 

bouquet and a gift by Principal sir. Dr.Laxmiben Gandhi explained very well in 

our mother tongue Gujarati to the students. Students were informed about the 

E-Waste and their hazardous effects on our environment, our health. 

Information about E waste and other non disposable waste was also given to 

the students. They were also told to bring the e waste to school and collect it 

so their team can take it to the recycling or dumping centre. All the students 

promised to take care of e waste. All students enjoyed the session. They were 

astonished to know about the E -waste management as it was totally new 

topic for  them.
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Teacher’s Day Celebration

Tuesday

05/10/2023

The students organized an amazing Teachers' Day celebration! They planned fun activities like games, quizzes, and 

performances to make the day special for the teachers. They also gave heartfelt gifts to show their appreciation. In a unique twist, 

the students took over the role of teachers and taught classes, giving the teachers a well-deserved break. It was a memorable day 

filled with love and gratitude for the teachers!  All the students were also given a token of appreciation for their efforts. First , 

Second and Third Ranks were given to the students who prepared for the subject & thought well in the class given to them . The 

Celebration ended with the inspirational speech of The Principal Mr.Pankaj Sharma.
Our Student Council went above and beyond, organizing exciting games like treasure hunts and a challenge to identify 

Hindi songs from English titles - keeping our teachers on their toes!

The day reached its pinnacle as our Principal awarded the best student -teachers for their exceptional handling and 

teaching to the classes. Ritham Jain, Aneri Kapadia and Aditya Rajput won the awards.

Group of students performed an excellent group dance which was dedicated to our FVS teachers. but the surprises 

didn't stop there! Our students showed their love and appreciation by presenting heartfelt gifts to our dedicated educators. In a 

unique twist, our student-teachers stepped up to manage the school routine and even led classes, showing their admiration and 

respect for their mentors.

A special shoutout to our outstanding leaders, Head Boy Ayush Agrawal and Head Girl ShivanshiKher, whose effective 

leadership made this day a resounding success!  
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Independence Day

Tuesday

15/08/2023

Vote of Thanks by our Principal Sir and then National Song by everyone present there. It was a 

grand celebration on remembrance of our Freedom fighters and our Victory.

Our School observed the 77th Independence Day with dignity and honour. The ceremony started at 8 AM in the school 

premises with a large crowd of teachers, students, and parents. The students came in proper school uniform. The whole school 

campus was decorated with tricolour balloons and flags. The special occasion started with the hoisting of the tricolour by the 

Principal. It was followed by the National Anthem. After that, the students performed March-past with the Indian Flag to pay 

tribute to the motherland “INDIA”.  Head Girl Shivanshi Kher gave a depth speech on the freedom fighters who played an 

important role in Indian independence. Lightning of Lamp at Auditorium by Principal Sir, honourable guests Dipak Bhai Choksi, 

Heer Manwar, Mr. & Mrs. Manwar. The Principal also addressed the students with his inspiring words. He stressed upon the value 

of sacrifice, hard work, honesty, and character formation as the chief aim of the students. Our school Head Boy Ayush Agarwal's 

speech then dance of FVS students followed by patriotic song.Certificate& Trophy distribution of 'CCA' competition class 1st 

to 9th & 11th by our Principal Sir, Guest Deepak Bhai, Heer Manwar, Mr & Mrs Manwar. Group song by FVS students and 

Speech of our guest Deepak Bhai Choksi.  Our school also celebrates this festival every year. For this year, we had 

made all the preparations. In the morning NCC cadets of our school marched out in a procession through the 

main streets of the town with a band playing the National Song  Vande Matram
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Investiture Ceremony

Saturday

05/08/2023
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All the students were inspired to achieve their goals in their life.The proud parents of the CBSE board toppers were 

invited to witness the award ceremony, where their children's outstanding achievements were recognized and celebrated. The 

young achievers were lauded for their dedication, hard work, and exceptional performance in the CBSE board examinations.
One of the significant moments of the ceremony was when the student council took an oath of discipline and unity. This 

symbolic gesture exemplified their commitment to maintaining a disciplined and harmonious environment within the school. The 

council members pledged to lead by example, fostering unity and cooperation among their peers.

The event concluded with a sense of pride and accomplishment among all attendees. The recognition of academic 

excellence and the induction of the student council reinforced the school's commitment to fostering holistic development and 

academic brilliance among its students.

Investiture Ceremony was held at Freedom Valley School. Our chief Guest was Shri Ajit  Surma Advisory of the 

school.Badges were given to the Head Boy Head girl, House captains and prefects. 10 th and 12 th toppers of Academic Year 

2022-23 were falicitated along with their parents. Principal sir and staff appreciated the students for their achievements. Inspiring 

speech delivered by Our Guest Mr. Surma was highlight of the event.

The investiture ceremony showcased the school's trust in its students' leadership abilities, as they were entrusted with 

the responsibility of guiding and representing the student body. The newly appointed council members expressed their gratitude 

and vowed to serve the school and its students with integrity and dedication.

BOSE
SINGLE MINDEDNESS LEADS TO SUCCESS

GANDHI
PEACE INCREASES RIGHTEOUSNESS

SARDAR
UNITY IS STRENGTH

SHASTRI
IDEOLOGY GROOMS PROSPERITY

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli



International Yoga Day Celebration

Wednesday

22/06/2023Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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They help in improving concentration and in attaining inner peace. It helps a person improve life physically, mentally and   

spiritually as well. Yoga Day is usually celebrated every year on  21st June.This day is the longest day of the year also known as 

the summer solstice. They gave a brief history of the origin of yoga. It is a gift of India's ancient tradition. Yoga is said to be 

practised from the 5th century.This was passed on to future generations. Yoga was actually done by sages as a holistic approach 

to God. Later on, it was passed to the common people. The event helped us feel confident and content physically, mentally and 

spiritually.

This year's yoga day celebration was held with great enthusiasm at our school. A large Number of students, Parents 

attended the event this year. Variousa asanas were followed by omkar chanting. Warm-up exercises, sitting and standing 

aasanas wereper formed. The trainers gave us a short class about the benefits of yoga.

01. with meditative posture Prayer: 

 Omkar  02.

 Warming up03.

 Suryanamaskar : 04. Position 1 to 12

05. Aasanas:

     Standing Position:

     Tadasana  Vrukshasana 03. Padhastasana 01. 02.

     Sitting Position: 

     Bhadrasana  Sayumukhasana 01. 02.

     Stomach Slip Position:

      Bhujangasana  Pavanmuktasana 01. 02.

06. Pranayam:

     01. Kapalbhati 02. Anulomvilom

     03. Bhramri 04. Bhastika

07. Dhyan / Meditation

08.  I commit myself to always be in a balanced Sankalp:

state of mind. It is in this state my highest self-development 

reaches its greatest possibility. I commite to do my duty to self, 

family, at work to society, and to the world, 

for the promotion of peace, health and harmony. 

09. Santi path

Janmashtami Celebration

Wednesday

06/09/2023

Today it was auspicious  day celebrating  various event as  

mentioned above. To be a part of a traditional and cultural learning , it was 

really a fantastic occasion of enjoying  the events.

The whole of the celebration was guided and conducted  by whole 

the school along with the Drivers Staff under the supervision of respected 

Principal Sir's active presence with all of us  motivating  on the 

ground. Really it was the wonderful program enjoyed by 

everyone on this auspicious occasion

The second event of singing and dancing was carried by Pratibha 

mam and Sameer Sir. The Group Dance was carried by Lekhraj Sir. The last 

event of Matki Phod  was carried  by Committee  members and  Sports 

teachers.

The teachers who carried the Shloka competition were Asha mam, 

Heena mam. The children participated enthusiastically in Shloka recitation.

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli

Events: 

1. Shloka Recitation 

3. Group Dance

2. Group Singing? Dance

4. Matki Phod

Happy Krishna Janmashtami 
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Implementation of 

Design Thinking and Innovation

Thuesday

07/10/2023Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Executive Summary: On October 07, 2023, Freedom Valley School in Bardoli successfull implemented a comprehensive program focused on design thinking 

and innovation. The initiative aimed to foster a culture of creativity, problem-solving, and continuous improvement within the school community. This detailed report 

provides an overview of the planning, execution, and outcomes of the event.

Freedom Valley School recognized the need to install a spirit of innovation and 

design thinking among its students and staff. In response, the school organized a dedicated 

event on September 15, 2023, to promote creativity, critical thinking, and collaborative 

problem.

01. Introduction:

C. Creating an interesting simple game using basic shapes of  the elements of design.

D. Write a short story based on a journey from your house to your school.

B. An adventure story of a boy and a girl trying to reach school on time.

A. Creating imaginary puppet character using basic shapes.

02. Tasks Performed:

03. Outcomes and Achievements: 

● The event facilitated a shift in mind set from traditional approaches to more innovative and 

user-centered strategies.

● Participants demonstrated improved problem-solving skills through the application of 

design thinking principles.

A. Enhanced Problem-Solving Skills:

● These solutions showcased the tangible benefits of incorporating design thinking into 

educational practices.

● Several innovative solutions emerged from the event, addressing practical challenges 

within the school community.

C. Real-world Applications:

● The collaborative nature of the activities fostered teamwork and communication 

among students and staff.

● Participants learned to appreciate diverse perspectives and leverage collective 

intelligence.

B. Promotion of Collaboration:

04. Lessons Learned:
The implementation of design thinking and innovation at Freedom Valley School highlighted 

the following key lessons:

The event emphasized the need for ongoing training and development in design 

thinking for both students  and staff.

A. Importance of Continuous Learning:

Efforts should be made to integrate design thinking principles into the school's curriculum and 

culture.

B. Institutionalization of Design Thinking:

To maintain the momentum generated by the event, the school should establish mechanisms 

for continuous innovation and improvement.

C. Sustainability:

05. Conclusion:
The Implementation of Design Thinking and Innovation at Freedom Valley School on 

October 07, 2023, marked a significant milestone in fostering a culture of creativity and 

problem-solving within the school community. The event's success demonstrated the 

potential for continued growth and innovation in education through the integration of design 

thinking principles. By embracing this approach, Freedom Valley School has taken a 

commendable step towards preparing its students for the challenges and opportunities of the 

future.

National Unity Day

Tuesday

30/10/2023Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Artistic Expressions: From collage making to painting, our creative minds were at work, illustrating the principles and values 

upheld by Sardar Patel. The vibrant and meaningful artwork added a splash of color to the celebration.

Let's cherish the unity that binds us together as one big Freedom Valley family. Thank you to everyone who made this 

day a grand success!

Morning Assembly Tribute: The day began with a heartfelt morning assembly dedicated to Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. It set the 

tone for a day filled with patriotism, unity, and admiration for our great leader.

Quiz Competition: Knowledge meets fun in our quiz competition! Students engaged in a friendly battle of wits, testing their 

knowledge about Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and his contributions to our nation.

 

Street Play Extravaganza: Our students mesmerized everyone with a captivating street play, shedding light on the remarkable 

life of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. Truly an awe-inspiring performance that left a lasting impact!

Educational Enrichment: Various educational activities were organized to deepen the understanding of Sardar Vallabhbhai 

Patel's role in shaping the destiny of our country. It's not just a celebration; it's a journey of learning about the real Hero of Freedom 

Struggle and appreciation of the great work of our National Hero.

What an incredible Unity Day it has been at our school! Today, our talented students showcased the spirit of oneness 

through various activities, paying tribute to the Iron Man of India, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, on his birth anniversary. 
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htstCttMtt vtheHtt
htMx[ CttMtt rJtftmt vtrhMt' «tht yrFtjt Ctth;tegt  

%%ytS'e ft ybt];t btntu;mtJt^^ htstCttMtt vtheHtt r'lttkf 14 
stwjttE 2023 ftu ntbtthu rJtDttjtgt rV{zbt Jtijte mfwjt btuk 
ytgtturst;t fe dtEo :te, rstmtbtu 146 rJt"tt:te ogttu ltu Cttdt rjtgtt 
;t:tt Wltbtu mtu atth rJt"tt:teogttu ( fHtt-4 rf{NtJt attiDthe, 
fHtt-8 nu;Jte xujth, fHtt 9 "gtugt btltJth ytih fHtt-10 
bteht Ct··) ltu vt{:tbt vt' fu mtt:t mJtGo vt'f vt{tv;t fhfu 
nbtthu rJt"ttjtgt ft lttbt htuNtlt rfgtt, Cttdt jtultu Jttjtu mtbte 
rJt"tt:te ogttuk ftu ctnw;t ctnw;t NtwCtftbtlttEo.

Diwali Celebrations

Tuesday

07/11/2023Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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As Diwali vacation approaches, the creative students of Freedom Valley School came together to adorn our school 

entrance with vibrant Rangoli designs!
But that's not all - we also organized a Rangoli competition as a part of our Continuous and Comprehensive Assessment 

(CCA) activities.The enthusiasm and artistic skills of our students truly shone through in their intricate designs. 
On this special occasion, we'd like to extend warm wishes for a Happy Diwali to all our students, parents, teachers, and 

well wishers! May this festival of lights bring joy, prosperity, and togetherness to your lives.

Exciting Diwali Celebrations at Freedom Valley School ! 

Spreading Love, Charity, and Kindness 

The students of Class X at Moon of Freedom Valley School have come 

together to make this Diwali extra special!

They've donated clothes, fruits, crackers, and sweets to the 

underprivileged children in Umrakh village, bringing smiles and warmth to their 

hearts.



School Games Federation Of India (SGFI)
Taluka Level Sports Competitions

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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The School Games Federation of India (SGFI) Taluka level sports competitions, some events took place today at 

Sarbhon, Bardoli, showcasing the exceptional athletic talent of young students. The outstanding performances by these 

students underscore the dedication and hard work they have put into honing their athletic skills under the guidance of Sr.PT 

teacher Malav Shah and Primary PT teacher Dilip Rathod.

THE RESULTS ARE AS FOLLOWS :

Under 19 Category:

Shot Put:
st

1  position - Smit Hiteshbhai Patel

Discus Throw & Hammer Throw:
st1  position - Shiv Nileshbhai Patel

Javelin Throw:
rd

3  position - Dhruv Pareshbhai Patel

High Jump:
rd  

3 position - Vansh Alpeshbhai Patel

Under 17 Category:

Javelin Throw:
st  

 1 position - Ronak Ankurbhai Mehta

Discus Throw:
nd2  position - Krish Vikasbhai Patel 

High Jump:
rd  

3 position - Ved Chetanbhai Patel

100Mtr Run:
rd  

3 position - Ronak Ankurbhai Mehta

Under 14 Category:

Shot Put: 
nd  

2 position -  Kavyang M. Chaudhari

600 Mtr Run:
rd  3 position - Jaydip Dilipbhai Rathod

SIC Activity:
Idea Creation Challenge

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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As a part of School Innovation Council's activity , students of class 6 moon master Vivaan Chaudhari, master Ayaan 

Thakar and master Aditya Rajput prepared one project ( product ) own their own with idea creation challenge. To prevent the road 

accidents what can be done, regarding this they have created this product which can help automobile industry. 

Saturday

30/12/2023

Science



State Level
In The (SGIF) Badminton Tournament

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Hats off to Aneri Kapadia from Freedom Valley School's U19 Girls' badminton team for making it to the state level in the 

SGFI Badminton tournament in Surat at DPS Tapi! Kudos to Dimple Kosamia, Heer Manvar, and Priyesh Patel for securing 

standby positions too.Big thanks to the school staff and management for their unwavering support. Congratulations to Shailesh 

Sir, Malav Sir, and Dilip Sir! Let's cheer for these young talents!

Amazing Achievements 

at SGFI District Level Skating Competition

Ismail Patel from Class 4 secured the 3rd Rank for the State Level in the 

U11 category! His
dedication and hard work have tindeedpaid off. Keep rolling towards 

your dreams, Ismail! Jalaj Thakor from Class 7 gave an incredible performance, 

securing the 6th Rank in the U14 category!

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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The School 

Games

Federation

Of India (SGFI) 

Taluka Level 

Competition

For Girls, 

Held At Sarbhon 

In Bardoli

Under 19 Category: Under 17 Category:

Shot Put Throw & Hammer Throw.
st

1  position - Palak Jesalbhai Patel

High Jump:
st1  position - Nirali Kaleshbhai Patel

Triple Jump:
nd

2  position - Vrunda Nipulbhai Patel

Javelin Throw:
rd  

3 position - Vrunda Nipulbhai Patel

High Jump:
rd3  position - Doyal Brijesh Kalegar

Under 14 Category:

High Jump: 
nd  

2 position -  Charvi Amitbhai Desai

Discus Throw:
rd  3 position - Chanchal Banesinh Rajput 

The achievements of the Freedom Valley School students are as follows

Discus & Hammer Throw:
st

1  position - Disha Uttambhai Daga

High Jump & Triple Jump:
st1  position - Harshita Pukhraj Purohit

Long Jump:
rd

3  position - Harshita Pukhraj Purohit



School Games Federation of 

India's State - Level Wrestling Tournament.

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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In the U17 category, Jashandeep Singh showcased his skills and 

determination, securing the rst rank in the District and securing his place at 

the State Level. In the U19 category, we witnessed
outstanding performances from Dhruv Patel, Aman Rajput, and 

Shiv Patel, each winning in different weight categories and earning their 

spot in the State Level competition. Let's not forget the stellar efforts of 

Jaydutt Desai and Vijay Mori, who clinched the second position in the U17 

category

WRESTLING
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Chess Skills at the
District Level (SGFI) Chess Tournament

Young Sparsh Vyas took his passion for chess to the SGFI district-level tournament and emerged victorious, securing a 

place in the state-level competition.

We're proud to announce the names of our brilliant participants:

01. Heer Manvar

02. Dimple Kosamia

03. Nitya Nemani

04. Mahimna Doshi

05. Yashvi Parekh

06. Palak Parmar

A special shoutout to  

Palak Parmar 

who excelled and earned her spot at the State level tournament

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli



Incredible Karate 
Achievements in SGFI District level

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli

Federation of India recently held the District Level 

Girls' Karate Competition in Vankaner.
Palak secured an impressive second place, while 

Tarangana showcased her talent by securing the third 

position. Karate Coach Vinod Bamaniya guided and trained all 

the karate students.

Here are the shining stars who have made us proud 

under the Successful guidance of Karate Coach Vinod 

Bamaniya:

We are thrilled to share some fantastic news about 

our talented students who recently participated in the district-

level competition organized by the School Games Federation 

of India  at  Vankaner.

District Level Girls' Karate Competition

Under Different Age Categories:

rdJinay Rabari - 3  position

ndHitarth Bamaniya - 2  position

stArav Patel - 1  position

rdVivaan Chaudhari - 3  position 

rdVishwash Kumavat - 3  position

rdBhavya Chaudhari - 3  position
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Outstanding Performance 

Of Our Talented Handball Players

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Their dedication, hard work, and spor tsmanship have earned them this remarkable achievement. 

Let's cheer for them as they continue to shine on the handball court and make us proud

1.       2.       3.  Shah Bhavya Patel Shivang Patel Jeelan

In The U-14 Category

Our Rising Stars For State Level Are:

1.       2.       3.  Amit Suthar Jaydip Rathod Shiv Panchal

In The U-17 Category We Applaud

The Following Selected Players For The State Level:



Library Activity
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Freedom Valley School's initiative to start reading early and explore knowledge in the library from 3rd standard is 

commendable. Reading is indeed a powerful activity that enriches young minds in numerous ways. Reading requires focus, 

which helps children develop concentration skills. Exposure to diverse vocabulary through books expands their word bank. 

Reading exposes children to different writing styles, genres, and imaginative worlds. It encourages them to think creatively and 

express themselves effectively. Books introduce children to various cultures, historical events, and perspectives. They gain 

empathy and a deeper understanding of the world beyond their immediate surroundings. Reading enhances language fluency, 

grammar, and communication. Discussing books and sharing opinions boosts confidence in expressing ideas.Analyzing plots, 

characters, and solving mysteries in stories sharpens critical thinking. Remembering details from books exercises memory. 

Encouraging students to write their own books fosters creativity and self-expression. It empowers them to become storytellers 

and creators.

NCC Activity

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Mr. Hemant Yagnik, the Head of Intrinsic Force of India (IFI), along with his dedicated team, has taken a commendable 

initiative to guide our young and enthusiastic students participating in IFI's NCC Activity. The focus of the day was on the art of 

rifle shooting, and it's heartening to share that 151 students and our teachers actively participated in this enriching experience 

right here at our school. As we celebrate the auspicious days of Navratri, during which we revere Goddess Durga, the 

embodiment of supreme energy, these lessons of bravery and courage couldn't have come at a more fitting time. We firmly 

believe that the skills our students gain in the realm of rifle shooting will not only build confidence but also instill a deep sense of 

duty towards our beloved nation. Let's continue to nurture the spirit of service and commitment in our young minds. Here's to a 

brighter and more resilient future for our country!
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There are 137 students participated from Freedom Valley School, Bardoli in the Book writing competition and Aneri is 

one of the best writers. Her book Friendship is available on Bribook.com and hopefully, you will be able to purchase her book after 

a month.
 Niva Thaker, Ayaan Champaneria & Arya Patel for securing positions at National Level Summer Book Writing Contest 

organised by Bribooks. Our School also has secured the 7th Position in Gujarat and is the only school from Surat District.
We at FVS are proud of our students as many of them have become writers and published their books on Bribook.com 

Some of our students' books are made available on Amazon also.

thAashvi Desai: 4  Moon

Book Name: Story with Aashvi

thMeera Bhatt: 10
Book Name: 

Mysterious Magical Mansion

thMokshi Bhatt: 5  Sun
Book Name:

Best Friends Forever

th
Darshan Patel: 8  Moon

Book Name: More About Cricket

th
Aadhya Patel: 4  Sun

Book Name: Art is Life

rd
Vansh Patel: 3  Sun

Book Name: Roboticted

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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thKrishav Chaudhari: 4  Sun

Book Name: The Mystery of Planet

thSparsh Vyas: 8

Book Name: Soham’s Dream Quest

thJiya patel: 7  

Book Name: Nature with Space

th
Dhyani Parekh: 8  

Book Name: Nature: God Gift

th
Esha Panchal: 9

Book Name: The Strange Thing

th
Aneri Vyas: 9

Book Name: Friendhip

th
Siya Patel: 9

Book Name: My Story Based on me

th
Aarya Patel: 10  

Book Name: Being Yourself

th
Vivaan Chaudhari: 6  Moon

Book Name: Call of the Aura
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rdPrisha Gohel: 3  Sun

Book Name: The World of Art

thDivija Chaudhari: 6

Book Name: My Dreams

thAayush Khairnath: 7  

Book Name: Discover India: Festivals

th
Twisha Patel: 4  Moon

Book Name: Little Craft House

th
Meha Prajapati: 4  Moon

Book Name: Forest: The Home of Animals

th
Niva Thaker: 6  Moon

Book Name: Mysterious Super Girl

th
Shubham Patel: 8

Book Name: Never Quick

th
Ayaan Champaneria: 6  Moon

Book Name: The Three Brothers

rd
Tasnim Varawala: 3  Moon

Book Name: Moral of Life

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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thBatul Varawala: 7  Sun

Book Name: My Journey od Space

th Heer Patel: 9 Sun

Book Name: Plants and Tree: Our Lifeline

th
Anvi Patel : 9  Sun

Book Name: Ambition: Dark or Bright

thKrisha Patel: 8  Moon

Book Name: Unseen Enemy: Coronavirus

th
Urvi Chaudhri: 10  Moon

Book Name: Much more than Life!

th
Naiya Patel: 11  Com

Book Name: About my Dreams

th
Viha Patel: 7  Sun

Book Name:Jai Shree Ram

th
Siya Shah: 5  Moon

Book Name: Beautiful Gifts of Nature

th
Mahi Patel: 11  Com

Book Name: The Two Friends



Achievement - 1
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Congratulations to PalakParmar on her outstanding achievement! We're thrilled to (1) announce that Palak has clinched 

2 medals at the State Level Shotokan Karate Championship held in Anand, Gujarat. 28 Districts and more than 1000 students 

participated in the event. Let's give a big round of applause to Palak for her remarkable performance! 

Achievement - 2

Achievement in Skating & Running Competition organized by Mukul Trust in Bardoli on Date. 11.12.2022.

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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th 
Brinda Patel: 5 Moon

Book Name: My Dream Nature

th
Neel Patel: 10  Moon

Book Name: A-Z Tourism in India

th 
Tvisha Mahida: 5 Sun

Book Name: Tour to Manali with Family

th
Jinal Patel : 6  Sun

Book Name: My Family

rd
Rivaan Rana : 3  Moon

Book Name: Story of Transformer

st
Hiyan Naik: 1  Sun

Book Name: My Home

th
Prem Patek : 8  Sun

Book Name: Cricket Book
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Achievement - 5

Under the guidance of Coach Mr. Vinod Bhamaniya, the young karatekas from Freedom Valley School achieved an 

outstanding performance in various age-wise categories of KATA and KUMITE. Their exemplary efforts resulted in an impressive 

haul of 17 medals, including gold, silver, and bronze. Noteworthy among these medalists are Vivan Vaghela, Aarav Patel, Vivaan 

Chaudhary, Hitrath Banaiya, Atharva Desai, Tarangana, Hirva, Nidhi, Hanish, Jayant, Daivik, Bhavya, Jay, Mahir, Parshva, and 

Misha.

The India Open International Karate Championship, held from August 4th to August 6th, 2023, at the Talkatora Stadium 

in Delhi and organized by the Karate Association of India, whereas 17 students from Freedom Valley School as part of the Gujarat 

Team. In this competition, which included representatives from 23 states of India, the performance of the Gujarat Team was 

exceptional, leading them to claim the coveted Team Trophy.

These achievements by the students not only enhance the pride of Freedom Valley School but also bring glory to the 

entire state of Gujarat on a national level. The dedicated efforts of the students have not only uplifted the reputation of the school 

but have also achieved success on the national stage in the field of Karate. The achievement of the students is appreciated and 

congratulated by the school's trustees, Mr. Suresh Patel, Mr. Hiren Patel, Mr. Raja Pathak, Principal Mr. Pankaj Sharma, and the 

staff.

Freedom Valley School students added glory to

Gujarat Karate Team nationwide in National Open Karate Championship. 
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Achievement - 3

Freedom Valley School has clinched the 2nd prize in the District Level Kala Mahakumbha School Band Competition 

2023 held at Surat!

Heartfelt congratulations to the entire Freedom Valley School community! Special thanks to the School Management, 

Principal, and Staff for their unwavering support and guidance.

A big shoutout to our talented young musicians in the 15 to 20-year age group who poured their heart and soul into this 

remarkable achievement! Your dedication and passion truly shone on the stage. 

Achievement - 4

We are thrilled to share the fantastic news that Meera Bhatt, a Class X student from Freedom Valley School, has emerged 

victorious FIRST POSITION in the Bharatnatyam Dance District Level Competition held at AstanKanyaVidyalaya, Bardoli, 

organized by the District Youth Development Office, Government of Gujarat.
Meera's mesmerizing dance moves have not only made our school immensely proud but have also left an indelible mark 

in the district-wide competition.

Meera
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Achievement - 6

Active Teacher Award - 2023: Mr Chirag Patel Kudos to our dedicated ART Teacher for clinching the Active Teacher 

Award - 2023, along with a well-deserved certificate.

Dronacharya Award: Adding another feather to our cap, we've secured the Dronacharya Award, a testament to our 

commitmentto fostering excellence in various fields.

Active School Award Trophy: We're thrilled to announce that our school has been honoured with the prestigious 

Active School Award Trophy, recognizing our dynamic approach to education and creativity. 

National Drawing, Handwriting, and

Essay Writing Competition 2023 hosted by KALABHARATI 

Child Art Institute in Aurangabad, Maharashtra!

Competition Winners:

Drawing Competition:

Tanisi (1 Moon)

VidhiShashikant Patel (2 Moon)

Prisha Yogesh Gohel (3 Sun)

Aadi (4 Sun)

KenyDilipRathod (5 Sun)

Vishwa Patel (6 Moon)

Handwriting Competition:

Hiya G Prajapati (2 Moon)

Nuzha Shaikh (3 Moon)

CharviChetanbhaiSinhal (4 Sun)

IshaAhir (5 Sun)

Siya S. Patel (9 Sun)

Essay Writing Competition:

Aarav Panchal (4 Sun)

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Achievement - 7

Congratulations to all team members - Trustees, Principal, teachers, admin staff, parents and students.

Perficio Award - Best School Management of The Year.

Achievement deserves that who work really 
hard. It is pleasure to announce that Our Freedom valley 
school twinkling star from 1st std - Adyan Uveshahmad 
Shaikh got a Silver medal for continuous Skating for 1 
hour in 1,2 and 3 hours Skating Competition.

Achievement - 9Achievement - 8

Achievement deserves that who work really 
hard.Its is pleasure to announce that Our Freedom valley 
school twinkling star from 3rd std - Ismail Irfan patel got 
Trophy for continuous 2-3 hours Skating in Skating 
Competition
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Achievement - 10

Brinda Patel - third position in sugam sangeet.

Palak Parmar- second position in harmonium 
competition. 

Congratulations to all these students for their 
achievement

Students of Freedom Valley School participated 
in Kala Mahakumbha competition 2023-24 held at 
Taluka level in which 
Anuj Lad -  second position in folk song bhajan.

Achievement - 11

Congratulations to all the students!
You have a right to perform your prescribed duty, but you are not entitled to the fruits of action. Never consider 

yourself to be the cause of the results of your activities, and never be attached to not doing your duty.
Do not stop and Do your best and continue your efforts without expectations. Whatever you will get, is not the final destination. 
Best Wishes to everyone...

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Bridging Donations 

from Parents to Tribals through Non-teaching 

staff of Freedom Valley School, Bardoli."

An eventful day unfolded yesterday as the non-teaching staff of our school embarked on a refreshing picnic to the 
serene locales of Gomukh & Shabari Dham. The excursion was not only a break from routine but also served a noble purpose, as 
acts of charity and kindness were at the heart of this outing.

The non-teaching staff took on the responsibility of distributing these charitable donations to the residents of Ahwa 
Dang. This act of selflessness ensured that the gifts reached those who needed them the most. The children and underprivileged 
members of the community were the direct beneficiaries of this gesture, and their smiles and gratitude were a testament to the 
impact of the collective effort.Moreover, the spirit of giving extended beyond the immediate vicinity. Biscuits and grains were also 
donated to the 'Uttar Buniyadi Schools', spreading the benefits of this charitable initiative even further. The ripple effect of these 
contributions has the potential to make a positive change in the lives of many.

During the event, our school students and parents exemplified the spirit of giving by donating essential items to the 
adivasi people. Rice, lentils, biscuits, and toys were generously contributed, reflecting the compassionate nature of our school 
community. These offerings were not just material in nature; they carried with them the message of solidarity and support for the 
underprivileged.

We extend our heartfelt appreciation to all the parents and students who wholeheartedly participated in this act of 
charity. Their generosity and empathy will undoubtedly attract blessings, especially during the auspicious month of Shravan 
Purushottam Month. The giving nature displayed during this time holds the promise of showering abundant blessings on the 
kind-hearted donors
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Cyber Security & Cyber Crime

Awareness Session at Freedom Valley School 

A remarkable initiative took place at Freedom Valley School, Umrakh, Bardoli! The bright minds of Class 10, Moon, 
orchestrated an enlightening Cyber Security & Cyber Crime awareness session for their fellow students from Classes 6 to 12.

The session was far from ordinary! Students went the extra mile by creating an engaging PowerPoint presentation, turning 
the event into an interactive and informative experience.Kudos to the organizers and participants for championing cyber security! 
Let's stay vigilant and informed in this digital age.

Arya Patel, Doyal Kalegar & Hee Pathak, the pillars of awareness, shared invaluable insights on ensuring mobile phone 
safety and secure online transactions. Their wisdom shed light on the dos and don'ts of the digital realm. Remember, in times of 
need, the helpline number "1930" stands as a beacon of support against cyber crime, ensuring your protection.

In the enlightening session held at the Swami Vivekananda Auditorium Hall in Freedom Valley School, Bardoli Shivam 
Dhandhukiya took the stage to unveil the intricate world of phishing tactics employed by hackers. His dynamic team, comprising 
of Smit Patel & Nikunj Prajapati, delved deep into the labyrinth of cyber crime, highlighting its crucial aspects.

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Food Activity

Our FVS Junior Chefs - Learning By Doing We're happy to share the incredible journey our bright students from classes 6 
to 8 have had in the world of food, nutrition, health, and fitness! 

At Freedom Valley School, Bardoli we believe in nurturing not just the minds but also the bodies of our young learners. 
Last month, our students dived into the fascinating world of food, gaining both theoretical knowledge and hands-on experience in 
the art of cooking. with a keen focus on holistic well-being, we've incorporated the 'fruit-break' and the 'lunch-break' into our daily 
routine, ensuring that our students are not just academically enriched but also well-nourished. We're delighted to inform you that 
the CBSE syllabus now includes the subject of FOOD, emphasizing the importance of understanding nutritional values and 
promoting a healthy lifestyle.

Our budding chefs have taken this initiative to heart, working on projects related to food activities and showcasing their 
culinary skills. The excitement and enthusiasm they've brought to the kitchen have been nothing short of amazing!

Thank you dear parents for your continued support in fostering a well-rounded education for our students. Together, let's 
celebrate the joy of learning and the deliciousness of good health!
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Health Food Week Celebration

On the morning of December 8, 2023, students gathered in the assembly hall for an enlightening session on nutritional 
food. Mr. Nandubhai Patel, a fervent advocate for the study of nutritional foods and the art of preparing healthy diets, served as 
the guiding force for the informative event. He expounded on the importance of incorporating seasonal fruits and vegetables into 
daily meals, shedding light on the concept of the Blue Zone. To further enhance the educational experience, Mr Nandubhai Patel 
paid a personal visit to the school's kitchen. During his visit, he engaged in discussions on food preparation techniques with Mr. 
Pinakin Patel, the Kitchen-In-Charge. This interaction provided valuable insights into creating meals that are not only delicious 
but also nutritionally rich. 

The school management, Principal, and staff extended their heartfelt gratitude to Mr Nandubhai Patel for his invaluable 
session, guidance, and cooperation. The collaborative effort aims to instil healthy eating habits among the students, fostering a 
culture of well-being within the school community.

1 Dec. to 8 Dec. 2023 To emphasize the significance of a nutritious diet, Freedom Valley School recently hosted a week-
long celebration dedicated to healthy food for its students. The initiative was led by Mr Nandubhai Patel, the esteemed owner of 
Blue Dot Restaurant, renowned for his expertise in crafting wholesome recipes.

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Meri mati mera desh abhiyan

Proud moment at Freedom Valley School! Today, our dedicated students took a step towards a greener future 

by participating in the "Meri Mati Mera Desh Abhiyan" tree plantation initiative. Their enthusiasm and commitment 

towards nurturing our environment is truly inspiring. Let's continue to sow the seeds of positive change for our 

planet.
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Rakhi making at swaraj Ashram

The students of Freedom Valley School had an enriching experience as they learned the art of Rakhi making from the 
students of Swaraj Ashram. This unique opportunity allowed them to not only engage in a creative activity but also to connect 
with fellow learners from a different institution. Additionally, the FVS students were privileged to meet and receive blessings from 
Niranjana Baa, a distinguished figure who holds the President's Award and serves as a mentor at Swaraj Ashram in Bardoli.

The highlight of the learning experience was the process of Rakhi making and decoration using cotton fibers. This hands-
on activity provided students with a practical insight into the craftsmanship involved in creating this traditional Indian adornment. 
Through this activity, students not only acquired new skills but also gained a deeper understanding of the cultural significance of 
Rakhi. Overall, the interaction with Swaraj Ashram students and the guidance from Niranjana Baa added a meaningful dimension 
to the students' learning journey. The event was a wonderful opportunity for cross-institutional collaboration and cultural 
exchange, enhancing the students' holistic education. Special Thanks to Niranjana Baa for providing this opportunity to our 
students.

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli
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Seminar On Health & Nutrition

Today, Students of classes 6 to 12 have attended seminar on "Health and Nutrition" at Freedom Valley School which has 
been addressed by Ms Pruthvi Parekh, Public Health Nutritionist, from Bardoli. Students were encouraged to take small steps 
towards improving their health and well-being .

“Health is wealth”
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SOF Exam..

Our students achieved Gold medal and certificate in G.K. SOF Exam

Congratulations to all of you for qualifying for the Grand Finale Exam of NELTAS and also for being the school topper

All the Students of  

Freedom Valley School, Bardoli 

who bagged Gold Medals of 

Excellence 

in SOF International 

Mathematics Olympiad.
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SOF Exam..

Congratulations to all of you for winning the 'Gold Medal of Excellence' in SOF, NSO exam

We are happy to share that the SOF Olympiad awards are prestigious honors bestowed upon exceptional individuals who 
excel in academic competitions. International English Olympiad is conducted by the Science Olympiad Foundation (SOF) and 
FVS for students in Classes 1 to 5. The SOF (IEO) is an English language test designed to test the proficiency of the students in the 
subject in terms of grammar, vocabulary and language skills. Students participating got an assessment of their command over 
the language and at the same time allowed them to know their position in their age groups from all over the world. They got an 
opportunity to won *Gold medals* , certificates and prizes.
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Career Counseling Program
16th November 2023, we organized a stellar Career Counseling Program for our talented students in classes 9 to 12. The 

aim was to guide them towards a brighter future by exploring global opportunities and trends in various career paths. We were 
honored to have Mr. Jayesh Brambhatt, a distinguished career counselor, editor of an education newspaper, and author of the 
insightful book "Karkirdi." He emphasized the pivotal role of career choices in shaping individuals' lives and setting future goals. 
The session was not just informative but interactive too! Parents and students actively participated, clearing doubts and gaining 
valuable insights. We're thrilled to see our community motivated and enlightened about the vast array of opportunities and global 
trends. A big thank you to Mr. Jayesh Brambhatt for sharing his expertise with us! Let's empower our students to make informed 
decisions and build successful futures!
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National Research Competition
Congratulations to Disha Daga and Dimple Kosamia from Freedom Valley School for their remarkable achievement 

at the National Research Competition 2023-24 organized by GTTP India!  Their winning presentation, titled “Building A 
Resilient Workforce for A Sustainable Future,” impressed the judges and shed light on the challenges facing the tourism 
industry in the years to come. A heartfelt shout-out to their dedicated teachers, Adhik Singh and Karan Pawar, for their 
unwavering support. And let's not forget to commend Krisha and Heer for their outstanding performance and efforts. Wishing 
them the best for future competitions! This victory underscores the immense potential of young minds in shaping a sustainable 
and thriving tourism sector.
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Annual Function
Theme - Arise Awake (Std. 4th to 9th)
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Annual Function 
Theme - Arise Awake (Std. 4th to 9th)
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Annual Function
Theme - Arise Awake (Std. 4th to 9th)
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Annual Function
Theme - Arise Awake (Std. 4th to 9th)
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Annual Function
Theme - Love U Zindagi (Nursery to 3rd)
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Annual Function
Theme - Love U Zindagi  (Nursery to 3rd)
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Annual Function
Theme - Love U Zindagi  (Nursery to 3rd)
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